Fact or Opinion

A. Are these sentences facts or opinions?

1. Mr. Engelbarts has two sons and one daughter.
   0 Fact
   0 Opinion

2. That picture is painted by Picasso.
   0 Fact
   0 Opinion

3. Her house is really beautiful.
   0 Fact
   0 Opinion

4. Marga is very unpleasant.
   0 Fact
   0 Opinion

5. That boy is the nicest person in the school.
   0 Fact
   0 Opinion

6. The group will stop in Málaga overnight.
   0 Fact
   0 Opinion
7. Mickey Mouse was created by Walter Disney
0 Fact
0 Opinion

8. I will finish before the rest of the class.
0 Fact
0 Opinion

9. Barcelona is nicer than Madrid.
0 Fact
0 Opinion

10. Nine plus one equals ten.
0 Fact
0 Opinion
B. Decide if the following statements are facts or opinions.

Mark the correct answer.

1. Smoking is a nasty habit.
0   Fact
0   Opinion

2. Smoking is an unhealthy habit
0   Fact
0   Opinion

3. Roses are my favourite flowers
0   Fact
0   Opinion

4. Summer is the best season of all
0   Fact
0   Opinion

5. London is the best city to visit when touring in England.
0   Fact
0   Opinion

0   Fact
0   Opinion
7. Water boils at 100º C.
0  Fact
0  Opinion

8. George Washington was the first U.S. President
0  Fact
0  Opinion

9. There are eight planets in our Solar System
0  Fact
0  Opinion

10. Swimming is a good way to keep fit.
0  Fact
0  Opinion
C. Are these statements facts or opinions?

1. President Bush's visit to China will improve international relations.
   0   Fact
   0   Opinion

2. The Spice Girl's album was the most popular at Christmas.
   0   Fact
   0   Opinion

3. Seatbelts can help prevent fatalities.
   0   Fact
   0   Opinion

4. Marilyn Monroe died in her home at the age of 36.
   0   Fact
   0   Opinion

5. Carmen García Robles is very unhappy.
   0   Fact
   0   Opinion
6. It is not a very good television programme.
   0  Fact
   0  Opinion

7. I believe that he can win.
   0  Fact
   0  Opinion

8. I think Peter stole the car
   0  Fact
   0  Opinion
D. Decide if the following statements are facts or opinions.

Mark the correct answer.

1. I didn't have a coat.
   0 Fact
   0 Opinion

2. The church is the tallest building in the town.
   0 Fact
   0 Opinion

3. You might get wet if you forget your umbrella.
   0 Fact
   0 Opinion

4. Before you go to bed, you need to wash your face.
   0 a. fact
   0 b. opinion

5. Doctors recommend that you eat 3-4 servings of vegetables everyday.
   0 a. fact
   0 b. opinion
6. Earth has the best atmosphere
   0 a. fact
   0 b. opinion

7. Johann did hurt his knee while playing football.
   0 a. fact
   0 b. opinion

8. Everyone loves rocking chairs.
   0 a. fact
   0 b. opinion

9. People should recycle paper, aluminium can, and plastic bottles.
   0 a. fact
   0 b. opinion

10. Mammals are really cuddly
    0 a. fact
    0 b. opinion